Modeling and prediction of binding affinities between the human amphiphysin SH3 domain and its peptide ligands using genetic algorithm-Gaussian processes.
In this article, we discuss the application of the Gaussian process (GP) and other statistical methods (PLS, ANN, and SVM) for the modeling and prediction of binding affinities between the human amphiphysin SH3 domain and its peptide ligands. Divided physicochemical property scores of amino acids, involving significant hydrogen bond, electronic, hydrophobic, and steric properties, was used to characterize the peptide structures, and quantitative structure-affinity relationship models were then constructed by PLS, ANN, SVM, and GP coupled with genetic algorithm-variable selection. The results show that: (i) since the significant flexibility and high complexity possessed in polypeptide structures, linear PLS method was incapable of fulfilling a satisfying behavior on SH3 domain binding peptide dataset; (ii) the overfitting involved in training process has decreased the predictive power of ANN model to some extent; (iii) both SVM and GP have a good performance for SH3 domain binding peptide dataset. Moreover, by combining linear and nonlinear terms in the covariance function, the GP is capable of handling linear and nonlinear-hybrid relationship, and which thus obtained a more stable and predictable model than SVM. Analyses of GP models showed that diversified properties contribute remarkable effect to the interactions between the SH3 domain and the peptides. Particularly, steric property and hydrophobicity of P(2), electronic property of P(0), and electronic property and hydrogen bond property of P(-3) in decapeptide (P(4)P(3)P(2)P(1)P(0)P(-1)P(-2)P(-3)P(-4)P(-5)) significantly contribute to the binding affinities of SH3 domain-peptide interactions.